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Honors enro·l lment spikes
BJ AsllleJ lbleff
Senior Universlty Reporter
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Bobbi Kingery, who works

at Eastern's Career Services,
gave a ledlM'e on how her
eq>erience studying abroad in

The H onors College broke its record for new
srudenc cruollmcnt with 181 freshmen this fall,
makin g up nearly 10 percent of the encering
fresh men class.
"It's an exciting time to be working at the
H o nors College," said Bonnie Irwin, dean of the

Honors College. "Word is really starting to get
ouc on how good our program is."
The fuse class of the H onors College in 1982
started out with 50 students, Irwin said, now it's
more than 600.
"At this poinc, I don't think we want to get too
much bigger."
There are 573 scudencs in the university honors
program and about 78 in the depanmem:al

honors program, Irwin said, with some students
keeping active in both.
lo the '90s, the Honors College had a goal to
make up 10 percent of the student body, but that
goal has since changed, Irwin said.
"lr's important that the campus be diverse," she
said. "We can't have H onors be too dominant."

n SEE llOIOIS1 PAGE 1

several countries helped shape
her future. Exposure to different
cultures may help put things in
perspective for students.
The cost is often close to
standard tuition.
Find out about the more than
40 locations Eastern offers for

Want job,
won't travel

Study Abroad.

Refusing to move may hurt
education majoa:s ' chances

P199 2
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Easter Seals t.adraiser
h01ton Blair Hall

BJ Brandon Campbell
OEN OnTine Reporter

» The Charleston Chamber
of Commerce and Easter Seals
together unveiled the eighth
landmark Series Ornament
depicting Blair Hall.
The first seven ornaments were
given to the Gty of Charleston,
Charleston Area Chamber of
Commerce, Eastern Illinois
University, Blair Hall, Town
Square Jewelers, The Picket
Fence and Weber Jewelry Gifts.
hundred limited edition
Blair Hall 24Kgold ornaments
have been made. Eastern has
purchased 250 of them, which
leaves 250 ornaments for the
public to purchase.
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student professloaalism
11 Eastem's new dean of
the College of Education and
Professional Studies, Diane
Jackman, confronted a crowd of
about 80 students and facuity
members Tuesday night.
Her lecture. *What it means
to be a professional: Growing
as a teacher," was intended
to encourage professionalism
amoog education majors.

She said that things other than
students' dress, appearance and
language can affect them being

tted.
She warned them that their
Facebook and MySpace accounts
as well as voicemails could also

tjte administrators a negative
.perspective of them.
Page 5
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,..... .... tlM scoriag
..... for Easten soccer
n Brad Peters only scored
one goal last year for Eastern.
Last ye.ar. Jimmy Klatter led the
PRhers Mth seven goals.
1his year, Peters already has
Fed six goals, tied for tops in
h Missouri v~ Conference.
scored a hat trick in last
s game at IPFW. earning
Top Cat honors this week.
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A.J. Martin, a senior political science major, entices students to sign up for the Blue Crew, a group of
Eastern students who cheer the Panthers at athletic events.

Students represent
About 75 campus groups set up displays at this year,s Pantherpalooza
to recruit and show off what they,re all about
BJ CathJ Barer
Senior Campus Reporter

Two or three years ago, a group
of students did the unthinkable
by making Ea~cem President Lou
Hencken the butt of a joke.
Lunchbox Voodoo, a sketch
comedy group at Eastern. said

everyone in the room held in their
laughter and was uncertain how
Hencken would rcaet.
But one person made sure the
room knew how he felc: Lou.
"He's got an incredible sense
of humor," said Mike Denofrio, a
senior technology education and
cheater major.

Denofrio is also the president
of che group that made Hencken
laugh.He represented Lunchbox
Voodoo at the third annual
Pamherpalooza on Wednesday,
bur didn't opr for chc traditional
route.
n
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A major issue facing teachers,
not just in Illinois but nationwide,
is a shorrage of people available
or willing to fill vacanr education
jobs.
According ro rhe Educator
Supply and Demand Rcporr
issued by the Illinois Stace Board
of Education in 200 0, 19,237, or
1S percent, of the total 124,279
Illinois teachers were eligible to
retire, while I 1,352 teachers were
hired.
Of the teachers hired in 2000,
6,655, or 59 percent, were firsccime teachers.
"Righc now, we still have over
2,000 jobs co fill in lllinois, but
even in Texas they have over
10,000 jobs that went unfilled,"
said Patricia Poulter, chair of the
Department of Srudenc Teaching.
"At any given rime we could have
up co a full quarter of our staff gone
due to retirement," she continued.
Attrition, or the rate at which
educators leave their profession,
was also cired by both Poulter
and che ISBE as another problem
adding to the high number of jobs
left available.
According ro che ISBE reporr,
new-ccacher arcricion rates were
on the rise with "nearly 7 percent
· of teachers (who) left education
becween school years 1999 and
2000."
"We lose people in che fuse chrec
years of teaching, which has less ro
do wich student preparation chan
with the suppon chey receive once
they're out there teaching," Poulter
said.
Andy Ehrlich, an Eastern
student
currently
student
teaching, said he believes it is some
students' stubborn attitudes and
unwillingness to leave the familiar
that keeps them from finding jobs.
"Unless you're willing to cravcl,
you'll run into problems," Ehrlich
said. "We need to be able to branch
ouc. Students need co be prepared
so that if plan A fails, you have a
plan B."
"I have back-up job possibilities
from Champaign co Indianapolis
and I have no problem moving
around," Ehrlich concinued.
Poulter
echoed
Ehrlich's
concerns.
H
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Eastern offers programs in more than 40
countries for students to study, and the cost
can be similar to standard tuition.

IJ Trac., TJlStaff Correspondent

Steeped in history was how
Bobbi Kingery described the
buildings she saw in her travds to
Austria.
Kingery, now working for
Eastern's Career &rvices, gave a
talk Tuesday, at Blair Hall about
how a study abroad program helps
students with job searching after
graduation.
Her travels to Austria and many
other countries helped her to get
her job and to do her job.
She explained how students
could do the same with their study
aboard experience.
Teamwork and the "ability to be
Bexible" says Kingery, are imponant
traits employers look for.
When students go overseas they
gain information on how to work
with people and how to listen to
each other, she said.
Often times, students are put
in a culture where they don't know
how to act and don't speak the

language well.
For example, if a student was
going for a marketing degree, he
could use his study abroad program
to show he understands how other
cultures work. If the company ever
expanded overseas, he could go over
and hdp the new company stan.
Someone interested in customer
service would have the experience
of learning to listen to people
and work slowly when there are
misunderstandings. This is all
strengthened when student go
abroad, Kingery said.
Jesse Wu, a senior marketing
major, went to the Chinese
University of Hong Kong. He
liked that the students and "faculty
(were) also from all ovcL"
Wu dealt with a new climate
and very little places they spoke
English. His advice for others was:
"Just do it!"
The cost to go abroad for a
semester or a year is really no

higher than if you stay at Eastern
for the same time, explained Emily
Brucseke in the Study Abroad
Office. She helps students with
the paper work and picking what
country to travel to. There are
over 40 countries to pick from
including unusual destinations.
One such country is South Africa
where English is the primary
language. It offers more English
options. Students most often think
of England or Australia as Englishspcaking countries, but this offers
another choice.
Even though it's bard to watch
the students go, Bruescke said, she
wishes she could go with them.
Kingery closed the lecture by
telling students about other options
Study Abroad has, such as working
abroad and a Fulbright program
that allows master's or doctoral
candidates do research overseas.
Studying abroad is a great
experience, Kingery said.

Thursday:

Friday:

1.00 Bud & Bud Light pints $1. 75 Domestic Bottles
(Bud, Bud light, Bud Select, Miller
$1 .25 Rail Vodka
Light, Coors Light, Rolling Rock.
$2.50 Red Bull & Vodka
Pabst, Mgd, High Life)
Live Music w/ Rev Rob
$2.50
Premium Rums c
OPEN JAM BAND
tian, Sailor Jerry, Bicardi, Mar
Parrot Bay)
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P.esidence HaH Association will discuss discontinuing of
Chicilgo Tri/June in residence halls at its meeting today.
All residence halls wil not receive copies of the Chicago
Trihtme after September.
AHA Vice President Mike Hilty said the reason for the
discontinuation was the •company's decision to cut their
distri>ution...
There are plans to replace the Tribune with another
newspaper for students. AHA President Carrie Mueller said
she is MlJnaware of what the plans are for replacing the
Olicago Tri/June and nothing has been officially decided."

Hilty added that he is also unsure of where the
replacement paper will come from, but that AHA is looking for
and hope to get another Chicago-based newspaper.
RHA meetings are open to al on-campus students.
If students have arrt suggestions or input regardilg this
topic theof can attend the meeting at 5 p.m. in the Uncoln-

Monday September
@ 6:00pm

Stevenson-Douglas~

- Compiled by Adam Palmasani,
Staff Correspondent

The Grand Ballroom

STUDENT GOVERNMENT I FIRST NIGHT

Event funds tabled for approval
Senate also discusses
safety on campus,
diversity requirement
BJ Matt Hopf
Student GoYerrment f!eporter

Student Scnace is now one step
closer co approving $2,838.98 for
First Night.
Little discussion was held during
Wednesday night's Student Senate
meeting on the appropriations.
The only concern brought up was
approving money that was already
spent.
Levi Bulgar, studenr vice
president for business affairs,
explained to the senate that the
money was budgeted last year
by the previous executive board,
and that che problem should not
happen next year.
The piece oflegislation has been
tabled until next week, when a vote
is expected.
After promoting school spirit
during his executive reports.
Student Body President Sean
Anderson is looking co address
campus safety.
This includes more security
cameras and lighting.
During the meeting, the senate
approved the spending of $68.25
for food during the Student
Government orientation. The
legislation passed 23-2-1.
"Why approve (spending the
money)?" said dissenting senate
member Mark Bates. "It's already
been done."
Tori Frazier was the only
member co abstain her vote. She
expressed that she was concerned
about approving spending for
Student Government while on the
Student Senate.
"It's a conflict of interest,"
Frazier said.
Senate member Victor Ramos
submitted his resignation to the
senate. Speaker of the Senate Kent
Ohms read Ramos' resignation to
the senate. Scheduling conflicts and
time constraints were among his
reasons for resigning from senate,
Ramos cited.

CITY

briefs
Homecoming judges needed
n The Homecoming Committee is
searching for Eastern faculty and staff
members to volunteer to judge the
Royalty Coronation ceremony.
The interviews will be held on Sunday
Sept.15 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The
interviews will be in the MLK Jr.
University Union and lunch will be
provided.
If you are interested in serving as a
judge please contact Laurel Fuqua at
581-5522 or llfuqua@eiu.edu by noon
today.

VAUCcounselor visits today
n The VALIC counselor will be in the
Oakland Room on the third floor of the
MLK Jr. University Union from 9 am. to
3 p.m. Walk-ins are welcome.
.VALJC is the tax sheltered annuity
provider who can assist employees with
financial aid and retirement planning.

Staff members publish new
teaching resources

EllC HILTIEI I TIIE DAILY WTEU IEWS
Leah Pietraszewski, Student Senate chair of diversity affairs, displays the bright pink diversity requirement
submission form at the Student Government meeting Wednesday evening in the Arcola-Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Every senate member is required to participate in at least one event,
program or meeting per semester that promotes diversity on campus.

Two off-campus senate seats arc
now open, and interested students
have until Sept. 20 to apply.
Non-senate
members
can
also apply for the open position
of director
of information
technologies.
This position will maintain the
senate Web site.

Interested
students
are
encouraged to call Tori Frazier, the
chair of internal relations, at 5813509.
Leah
Pieuaszewski,
chair
of diversity affairs,
notified
all senate members that they
would be receiving pink sheets
to 6Jl out to complete their

diversity requirements.
All members arc required to
attend one event that promotes
diversity per semester.
The next Student Senate
meeting will be held on Sept. 20
in the Arcola-Tuscola Room in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.

Chamber of Commerce honors Blair Hall
BJ Nicole Nicolas
Staff Correspondent

At Blair Hall on Wednesday
morning, che Charleston Chamber
of Commerce and Eascer Seals
teamed up to unveil the eighth
Ornament
Landmark
Series
depicting Blair Hall.
"Blair Hall is such a monument
on Eastern's campus and I think
because {it) affects so many people
in Charleston and it has a great
history, coo," said Terri Moore,
the director of dcvclopmcnt and
marketing for Easter Seals.
Easter Seals and the Chamber
of Commerce decided to have
the ornament be of Blair Hall to
commemorate the reopening and
rededication of Blair Hall, added
Cindy Tirus, the executive director
of the chambea of commerce for
Charleston.
Ea:. tern's president's office, Easter
Seal and the chamber of commerce
all helped out· in de6igning •the ,

o campus
TODAY
Interviewing Strategies for Accounting
Majors with Beta Apha Psi
Ti• • I 6:30 p.m.
Loc.atioa I Lumpkin Hall

I LANDMARK SERIES

Campus landmark
becomes newest
building to earn seal

n Brian Poulter and James Tidwell,
journalism professors, wrote "New
Scene 2.0," a series of interactive
news writing exercises. Thompson
Wadsworth Publishing Co. recently
released the exercises on a password
protected Web site. The original
exercises were published on a CD in
2004.
Dan Nadler, vice president tor
student affairs, recently co-edited a
textbook published by Information
Age/Greenwood Publishing Inc. The
book is titled "Student governance and
Institutional Publishing Inc."

TERRI MOORE

I DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT AND MARKETING FOR EASTER SEALS

"Blair Hall is such a monument on Eastern's campus and I think
because (it) affects so many people in Charleston and it has a great
history, too."
ornament, Tirus said. One of the
Landmark Ornaments will be
displayed in the recently renovated
Blair Hall.
The first seven ornaments were
given to che City of Charleston,
Charleston Area Chamber of
Commerce,
Eastern
Illinois
University, Blair Hall, Town Square
Jcwclers, The Picket Fence and
Weber Jcwclry Gifts.
Special guests in attendance
included Mayor John Inyart, City
of Charleston, President of Eastern
Lou Hencken, Will Hine, dean
of continuing education, Dan
Downs, president of Chamber of
Commerce Board of Directors and
Terry Davis, Town Square Jcwclcrs
in Charleston.
In 1998, they started creating
the landmark ornaments to raise
•money t for• •BaSter See.ls• when

the headquarters' of Easter Seals
in Decatur approached Coles
County.
They asked them if they wanted
to start their own fundraiser by
selling the landmark ornaments
porcrayinglandmarks in Charleston
since there are so many of them,
Titus said.
The fuse ornamcnr depicted
the courthouse because it's the
most recognizable landmark in
Charleston, Titus said.
Five hundred limited edition
Blair Hall 24-karat gold ornaments
have been made. Eastern has
purchased 250 of them, which
leaves 250 ornaments for the public
co purchase.
People can buy the ornamcncs
today for $15 at Towne Square
Jcwders, The Picker in Mattoon,
Weber's Jcwelry and Gifts, The

Charleston Area Chamber of
Commerce and che Easter Seals
office in Decatur.
The majority of che money
raised from the ornaments will go
to the people who arc disabled to
support programs such as nitoring
programs, physical therapy and
speech/language/feeding therapy.
Also, the money will help ouc
the families with members that
are disabled, disability awareness
programs, and AgrAblicy programs
that will help disabled farmers.
In the future, Easter Seals
hopes to get Eastern students
more involved with fundraising
with walks or sening up disability
awareness seminars at Easccm,
Moore said.
Students who are inceresced in
volunteering for Easter Seals can
call 217-429-1052 Ext. I JO.

Mike Rayson Concert - Australian Artist
Time I 7 p.m.
location I Wesley Foundation
Oarwin's Biology of Intelligent Design:
Betta Kappa Lecture
Time I 7:30 p.m.
location I Lumpkin Auditorium,
Lumpkin Hall
BSU Skating Party
Time I 8 p.m.
location I Silver Lake Skating Rink,
Mattoon
University Board Mainstage: Jason
Levasseur Coffee House
Time I 8p.m.
location I 7th Street Underground
MLK Jr. University Union

COMMENTS I CORRECTIONS
EVENTS

I

To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions tor future editions
please contact our news editor, Sarah
WhitHJ, via:
Phone I 581 -794Z,
E-mail I DENnewsdesk@gmail.com
Office visit I 1811 Bazzard Hall.

GUEST COWMIHST
Damion Leenatali
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I lyle Mayll119lll
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News Editor I Sara W'lllituy
Editor in Olief

OPEi I Opinions Editor
JaJ GrUiec I Photo Editor
Ion Maberry

I Online Editor
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Why liberals
lose elections

DRAWN FROM THE NEWS

I DAN NIWA

(U-WIRE) TUCSON, Ariz. - It's a pretty
cough time co be a Republican. You're wrong
on most of the issues, your incumbents are
openly dissing the president and most of
the experts seem to figure you're in for a
smackdown in che upcoming elections.
It's a good thing the Democrats will
probably screw it up anyway.
In case you missed it, ic's become
conventional wisdom chat Republicans are
going to be on the losing end of an electoral
mugging come November. Democrats are
poised to win the majority in che House of
Representatives and maybe even the Senate.
The laccsr polls don't help. In the last
New York Tunes/CBS survey, only 29
percent of those interviewed said the
country was headed in che right direction.
You probably could have found more
optimism on the Titanic.

ISSUE Current president's
legacy at Eastern

Hencken
last name
should go
somewhere
With Eastern president Lou
Hencken's announcement thac he will
rerire at che end of the next year, it
is time to consider his legacy on this
campus.
He will surely get a nice painting in
some room in the Livingston C. Lord
Administration Building (the lesser
known name of Old Main), and the
proposed glass display in the walkway
between the two buildings of the union
seems like a nice touch.
But whar Hencken really needs is a
building named after him.
This is nor as automatic as it would
seem. Only three of Eastern's past
presidents have been commemorated in
building form: Livingston Lord, Robert
Buzzard and Quincy Doudna.
Those were Eastem's fuse three
presidents, the last five (Gilbert Fite,
Daniel Marvin, Stanley Rives, David
Jorns, and Carol Surles) remain unused.
ls Hencken that special that he
deserves something chose five presidents
did not get? Maybe not.
But it continues to be important for
this university co try co build a sense of
identity.
We cannot be just another directional
school, or the place where most of
Illinois' teachers ~ome from.
We, as a school, need to have a
sense of what makes Eastern unique.
And adding che name of the face of
che university co one of its physical
srructures is yet another seep in the long
fight to make students appreciate the
unique Eastern experience while they are
here.·
Some options could include the
Srudenc Services Building, the new
Textbook Rental building, or even
perhaps the Student Union.
Yes, Martin Luther King Jr. was
an important man and this is taking
nothing away from him. But it remains
the only building on campus named
after someone not affiliated with the "
university.
The union belongs to the students,
and a campus-wide referendum on
a possible "Martin Luther IGng)r.
University Union in the Lou Hencken
Building" has a certain ring co it. It
would be perfect for the fall semester of
2007.
The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the Opinion's editor at
DENopinions@gmail.com .
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Republicans, used to sounding like

GUEST COWMNIST

I SERENA HEATH

Fashion industry
wearing a bit thin
I don't usually follow che fashion industry
whatsoever, but a recent arcicle on Yahoo
News caught my anention away from my
ramen noodles and VH 1. A high-brow
fashion show in Madrid has instituted the
world's first ban on underweight, grosslythin models.
Organiz.crs of the fashion shows have
decided to turn away any models who
do not meet the height and weight of a
"normal" BMI, or body mass index, which
measures ideal weighc of a person using their
height and weight.
They did this because there have been
protests against the fashion industry in
recent years because the rail-thin models
sec a bad example for young women and
contribute to eating disorders among
teenagers. Madrid's regional government,
which sponsors the show and imposed
che new BMI restrictions, said ic does not
blame designers or models for the anorexia
epidemic, but the fashion industry has a
"responsibility to portray healthy body
images." Bue rhe arcicle also quoted Cathy
Gould, of New York's Elite modeling agency,
claiming the fashion industry was being used
as a "scapegoat.. for anorexia and bulimia.
·1 think it's outrageous. I understand they
wane to set this tone of healthy beautiful
women, but what about discrimination
against che model and what about the
freedom of the designer?" said Gould,
adding that the move could harm careers
of naturally "gazelle-like" models. So,
who's right here? They call it "heroin chic"
for a reason - it doesn't look healthy! Do
the research: less than 1o/o of people are

FEATURED BLOGGER

naturally skinny like a runway model.
The rest of us who don't look like coathangers have to diet and exercise like crazy,
or worse, to achieve that figure. And it's not
just models - thin singers, actresses, and
other media figures who arc set before us by
the media as the "beautiful."
Every time I go co Wal-Mart, I sec
magazines proclaiming the beauty of the
latest string-bean starlet and skewering
anyone in the public eye who has gained
weight. These messages can really skew a
young person's body image.
It's sad, but true, that in crying co
achieve the "perfect" figure, so many
girls - including people I know - starve
themselves, exercise until they injure
themselves, force themselves co throw up
after eating, or abuse diet pills and laxatives
to try to lose weight. What's sad about it is
chat most of these girls arc perfectly normal,
healthy, and beautiful. Additionally, about
4% of chose who suffer from anorexia will
ultimately die from it or complications due
co the eating disorder. That's coo many girls,
dying needlessly, simply because they cried co
aspire co chat unattainable "figure."
The article cited Concha Guerra, a
regional official of Madrid.
"Fashion is a mirror and many teenagers
imitate what they sec on the catwalk," he
said.
I can only hope that this recent
development in Madrid is a sign of things to
come. The media and the fashion industry
should portray more people will normal
body weight in a positive way, and people
will stop dying to be thin.

I KRISTEN LARSEN
"I have had many arguments of how men will always
earn more than women in sports or women sports will
never draw as much coverage as men's sports for the
simple reason of women's sports are boring compared
to men's. In golf, however, I do not see how a male
hitting a ball into a hole that is 300 yards away is any
more exciting than a female doing the same thing."

schoolyard bullies, are now sounding
like scrawny losers. "It is a difficult
environment," was all House Majority
Leader John Bochner, R-Ohio, could
summon when asked about the polls, all
of which seem co point co the fact that be
should start looking for a new job.
Given today's poisonous political
environment, it's nor uncommon co hear
voters prefacing every complaint with the
obligatory "If the government were run like
a business."
Sure, but if this nation were run like a
business, we'd dump Republicans faster chan
you can say "downsize."
Start at the top. President Bush, the
country's first president with an MBA,
certainly hasn't proven his business acumen.
What other CEO wouldn't fire a
subordinate who has been on the wrong side
of every issue since he cook office? In 2003,
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld said
the war would lase six months and cost no
more than $50 billion. Sounds peachy, but
we've been in Iraq for 3 1/2 years ar a cost of
more than $300 billion.
Here's a question for the business majors:
How long would an executive at Goldman
Sachs keep his job after a $250 billion
mistake?
It doesn't ger any bener with the
Republican-controlled Congress, a
legislative body char said "Nose puede" co
immigration reform but somehow found the
time co debate the merits of guys who kiss
each other and flag burning.
All of rhi~ ~t't'm~ to painr a pretty rosy
picture for the Democrats, who could
almost sit srill, keep their mouths shut
and win the election by default. But for
one reason or anocher, the Democrats are
opening the one thing that could kill their
campaigns - their mourhs. Bill Clinton once
said that Democrats win when voters think.
Maybe, but it's also true that Democratic
candidates lose when they try co prove chat
they can think like Republicans.
One need look no further than the
ridiculous slogan Democrats have croned
ouc for the midterms: "Together, America
can do better." Grammatical issues aside, it
shouldn't surprise anyone that this piece of
verbal vomit was the result of painstaking
debate and endless focus group discussions,
all of it aimed at recap curing the rhetorical
landscape long dominated by Republicans.
And it doesn't end there. There was John
Kerry's "Let America be America again."
The Democratic Congressional Campaign
Committee's "New Partnership for
America's Future." The Senate Democrars'
ambiguous suggestion chat the solution
co Iraq is "phased redeployment." All of
them seem vaguely sensible, but they offer
"little in the way of specifics. Whereas the
Republicans' "Contract wirh America"
in 1994 proffered new ideas for a new
direction, the Democrats' "New Parmership
for America's Future" offers only six rather
agreeable-sounding themes (among them,
prosperity. fairness and opporrunity) that are
supposed to somehow make voters believe
thar Democrats will do something different.
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I BECOMING ONE

Poetry slam gets snaps
Small Poetry Night audience
prompts unplanned readings;
readers, audience share
stage for original work

"WHAT IF?" I TIARA FULTON,
SOPHOMORE COMMUNICATIONS MAJOR
"Change needs to
happen, woman-towoman, man-to-man and
person-to-person."

By Kaitlya lonbr
Staff Correspondent

BSU President Thomas Battle gave an
unexpected performance at last night's Poetry
Night.
Toward the end, the senior finance major
began randomly picking audience members
to recite.
Some audience members were prepared
and recited a poem.
Battle was about to pick another poet
from the audience when someone asked him
to recite some of his work. He grabbed his
cell phone where he had a poem saved and
began to recite.
Battle's poem was untitled and talked
about long distance relationships.
He commented on wanting to be by a
loved one's side and the desire to sec them
again.
Battle got the biggest 'snap,' with the
women in the audience showing the most

FACULTY

I EDUCATION MAJORS

appreciation with an "awww."
Preparation for the night started in April.
The stage was set with music and soft lighting
co help set the mood for the performers.
le was not a full house event, but five
students performed their work plus Battle.
"We were packed last year. This is just
a way for them to have free expression and
get their material out there," said Ashley
Coleman, a senior health studies major and
BSU vice president.
Communications major Tiara Fulton
recited h er poem titled "What If?"
It was a piece about how the world would
be if things were different from ow normal
situations.
Inspired by Maya Angelou, she made
statements that made listeners think about
the meaning behind the words.

MlYAmt I TWllAIU WTBI as

Shameka Ware, a freshman criminal justice major, performs a poem that she wrote early
that day on Tuesday evening in the 7th Street Underground.
"Change needs to happen, woman-towoman, man-to-man and person-to-person.
Something needs to be different," Fulton
said.
In one line from her poem, she said: "black
is beautiful and beauty is skin deep."

With her audience supporting her, she
made sr.itcmcnts like this that got her message
across that change is needed.
The date of the next poetry slam is not yet
determined, but every Thursday is open mic
night at 7th Street Underground.

•

Professionalism important for future teachers
New EIU dean encourages
education majors to aspire
to be more professional
By Jim Allocco
Education Reporter

Eastern's newesr dean, Diane Jackman,
confronted a crowd of about 80 studencs and•
faculty members Tuesday night.
Her leeture, 'What it means co be a
professional: Growing as a teacher," was
intended co encourage professionalism
among education majors.
"I want (scudencs) to really understand
what being a professional is," said Jackman,
dean of chc college of education and
professional studies. "And that teaching is
one the greatest professions that there is."

She asked the audience to ask themselves
whcrher rhcy are the type of teacher or che
type of individual chey would wane working
with their own children.
"We need to raise the awarent:$5 chat
everything (students) are involved with docs
impact them as a person," she said.
She said rhar rhings other rhan students'
dress, appearance and language can affect
them being hired.
She warned chem that their Facebook
and MySpace accounts, along with their
away messages on voicemails, could also
give administrators a negative perspective of
them.
Kaitlyn Most, a sophomorc education
major, said that she had never considered
how much her Web sites and voiccmails
could affect her appearance.
"I was surprised she brought that to our
attention,.. she said.

In her lcccurc, Jackman outlined seven
components she believes people need to
follow to be prof~ionals. She said they need
to look at the 'big picture,' seek personal
development, have certain accribuccs and
qualities, take risks, join professional
organizations, have enjoyment, and work on
a professional image.
She cold aspiring teachers that all different
schools arc going co have different systems,
buc chat all schools arc looking for the same
outcome - making students successful.
Many of her views have changed since she
visited Thailand immediately following the
tsunami in 2004.
"le was a wonderful educational and
personal experience for me," said Jackman.
"I learned that their goals arc the same as
ours... To prepare professionals as best as
possible."
She said a professional should be

dependable, creative, fair, Bexible, loyal and
dedicated among manr, other things adding
that they should also bC w1\ling lo take
risks.
"View obstacles as challenges," she said.
Jackman said although professionals need
to scand cheir ground, more often than not
they should try to compromise with others.
Bue most of all, she said educators need to
enjoy what they do.
"This is too critical of a profession for you
not co enjoy it," she told the audience.
But some students went co the 30-minute
lecture expecting a bit more.
"A lot of the scuff was scuff that my morn
told me," said Ila Wheaton, a junior special
education major.
"I've already been told these things,"
Most said. "A little more interaction with the
audience would have been nice to keep (the
presentation) upbeat."
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CWB SPOTLIGHT I ORGANIZATION FOR PEER EDUCATION ON NUTRITION

CAMPUS EVENTS

Club 'opens' up about health issues

7TH STREET UNDERGROUND

OPEN members focus
on keeping students in
shape
BJ Jessica GJsl•
Staff Correspondert

Most people have heard the
saying "an apple a day keeps the
doctor away" bur an apple a day is
not necessarily enough if the rest of
their diets arc not up to par.
There is an organization on
campus that educates students on
how to take care of their bodies.
The Organization for Peer
Education on Nutrition is a service
club on campus whose goal is co·
increase awareness of healthy eating
bchavior and positive body image.
"OPEN offers a variety of
opporrunirics in nuuition that
arc not necessarily taught in the
classroom," said Vice President
Ciarra Kent.
The general attitude of members
is that a person's health is their
greatest asset. Total body and mind
health is one of the best ways to
prevent health complications in
the future. The club has an open
door policy and held an open house
last week. To become a member,
students must learn about nutrition
and go through an orientation.
"'This organization is involved
with getting the word out about
healthy eating and how to prevent
the freshman fifteen," said Club
Adviser Karla Kennedy-Hagan.
Involvement includes nutrition
talks to different organizations and
various residence halls and Greek
court. Members participate in the
Panthcrpalooza, submit tabletop
information to the dining services,
and post nuuirion information on

I

College singer
to make stop
at Eastern
BJShaH Voigt
Staff Correspondent

EllC Hft.TIB I THE MILT EASTBll IEWS
Sharece Davis, senior computer information systems major, receives information from Shannon Ramsey,
sophomore dietetics major, about the Organization for Peer Education on Nutrition at the Pantherpalooza.
O~EN had a table at the Recognized Organization fair Wednesday afternoon in the South Quad.

KARLA KENNEDY-HAGAN

I CLUB ADVISER

"By having a well-balanced diet you get
good energy to be physically active."

campus bulletin boards as well as
publish a newsletter.
OPEN is not limited co activities
on campus; it reaches out to the
enrirc community. The association
is rclativdy new, and chis is only its
third active year with approximatdy
thirty members.

Kent cries to practice wbac she
preaches by caking traditionally
high fat, high caloric recipes and
making a healthier version.
She also cooks a healthy, cascy
dinner - usually from scratch every night.
"We do not use the term 'dice'

or 'good food' and 'bad food,"'
Kennedy-Hagan said. "We focus
more on health versus how much
you weigh. Students should be
eating healchy, which includes
fruits and vegetables in addition co
drinking milk.
"By having a well-balanced diet
you gee good energy to be physically
active. It hdps not only with
concentration in school and allows
us to study but also enables us to
play with friends and be active."
For more information on OPEN,
students can visit their Web site at
www.eiu.edu/~herdopen/pbp.

Restaurant & Catering

It's Portraits Time Again!

Come get your picture taken for
the yearbook
September 11-18 in the Union

Not all pain relief·
comes in a bottle ...

l'irst Portrait Session: TheweekofSeptember lltb

Tell your doctor
the right choice...

TO SCHEDULE: Log ont.o www.ouryear.com school
code 1611 or call 1·800-687-9327
LOOAnOB: Sep. llth.12th.

14th, & 15th(Sulliva.n Room- MLK Union)
There is no sitting fee for original portraits,
but there will be a. $10 retake fee.

Jason
LcVasscur's
Coffee
House, will be performing for free
at the University Union's 7th Street
Underground this Thursday from
8-9 p.m.
LcVasseur is a songwriter who
has been a real crowd pleaser
with college students across the
country.
His musical style combines
story telling and humor into an
original performance thac be. has
come to perfect.
He has opened for notable
performers such as Dave Matthews
Band, Maroon 5, John Mayer, The
Roots, The Wallflowers, Ben Folds
and Rooney.
He has a well-cravelcd past
living in Mexico, Belgium, North
Carolina, Massachusetts, New
Jersey and Nashville.
His life experiences have given
him a unique acoustic style that is
sure co rum heads.
To learn more about LcVasscur
and bis music you can find his web
site at www.jasonlcvasseur.com.

Central Illinois Physical Therapy
100 Professional Plaza, Mattoon

235-1245

345-1245

Engineeringyour retum to fJea!t/Jy Jjving

SLEEP IN
EAT OUT
breakfast till 2pm
EVERYDAY
345-7427
7th & Madison
across 7th Street from the
Uptowner
www.whatscookin.info
wireless internet ready

'
and great times

Free WiFi

Tonite@

M©THERS

·~-

BIG BOTTLES
RUM BUCKE

KISSES Functions?.

Charleston, IL.
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'Gamer' stereotype can have mixed social effects
U-WIRE

DeKALB - Recent research
shows MMORPGs - massive multiplayer online role playing games
- are the new social scene for gamers.
Dmitri Williams, assistant professor of speech communication at
che University ofUJinois ar UrbanaChampaign, said chese games act
as the new "coffee house" environment.
"Games become a third place
where people meet new people of
all different backgrounds," Williams
said. "They also are a place where
people keep in touch with friends
and family they had already."

Professors from Illinois and Wisconsin collaborated on che social
aspects of video games.
Games like "World of Warcraft"
also have the ability co expose players co people they wouldn't normally meet. 'Jhe actual social habits of
players in and outside of the game
can fluctuate.
Consrance Steinkuehler, education professor at the University of
Wisconsin at Madison finds che
antisocial gamer stereotype to be an
inaccurate view of players.

Men feel pressures to perfect
physical appearance, too
NORMAL - Women are no

» Travel
FROM PAGE 1

"The big problem is people are unwilling
to go to high-need areas. When we think high
need we tend to chink of schools that are in
decaying ncighborhoods, but this happens
wich rural schools as well," Poulter said.
"So~c of the top schools in chc state, those
with near 100-pcrccnt graduation rates, arc in
rural areas, but a lot of people are unwilling to
move to smaller towns or into something that
is out of their element."
Poulter, however, said Eastern compensates
for some students' reluctance through its
teacher education program.

longer alone in the pursuit of the
perfect body - men arc also feeling
pressure co achieve perfect bodies,
which can lead to unhealthy habits.
"There does seem to be a trend
developing for men co fed pressure
co build che perfect body. Along
with adults, this trend is also being seen in boys as young as the junior high age. It seems like in our
culture, as a whole, ic is becoming
more feminized. Things, such as
plastic surgery, arc more acceptable
now than ever," Nancy Koch, an
Indiana Stace University foods and
nutrition teacher and registered dietician, said.
Research has linked the sexual
objectification of women in society

"We try to give students as diverse
experiences as possible; not just in terms of
race, but with size ofschools, socioeconomics,
etc. We try co help them realize there is
something beyond what they grew up with,"
she said.
This year's class of student teachers is
projected to be one of the largest in recent
history, according to numbers obtained &om
Eastcrn's Department of Srudcnr Teaching.
In the Fall 2005 and Spring 2006
semesters, Eastern had enrolled 323 and 293
student teachers, respectively, a total of 616
student teachers for the year.
For Fall 2006, Eastern now has 313 student
teachers enrolled, 10 less than last full.
The amount of prospecrivc student
teachers for the Spring 2007, however, is up

co eating disorders and unhealthy
behaviors among women.
During chc lase three decades,
however, the objectifications of
men's bodies in the media have also
increased.

Professor mar boost people
skills for engineering students
CHAMPAIGN - There is no
question chat today's job market
demands a college graduate who is
both capable in his field of study
and well-rounded in terms of interpersonal skills.
David Goldberg aims to help
engineering students rise to these
demands with his new book, 'lbe

to 415, which could bring the year's total to
728 student teachers.
"We started the year with an estimated
number of close to 800, but as the semester
gets going, we get actual numbers; people
don't have the GPA, they don't pass the
appropriate tests, cake a semester away from
school, change majors; you get the piccure.
But we always have to prepare for the higher
number and then adjust accordingly," Poulter
said.
Compared to other Illinois universities,
Eastcrn's current enrollment for student
teachers lies between that of Illinois State
University and Western Illinois University.
"We now have 356 student teachers for chc
fall 2006 semester, but this number is usually
larger for the spring," said Lynn Steffen,

Eastcrn's best faculty," she said. "Part of the difference is word
is getting out to high schools that we have excellent classes
and programs."
FROM PAGE 1
In addition to making its Web site more accessible and
keeping a close relation with chc admissions office, Honors is
The college has been working toward Provost Blair Lord's becoming more appealing to students by implementing new
goal for the college to be "known as the university of choice programs.
One project in development is the National Student
fcir Honors College/programming among the state's public
comprehensive universities." Much progress has been made Exchange that will allow Eastern students to study at
other colleges in the program while paying tuition close to
since he announced the goal last fall.
"We've already made considerable progress in positioning Eastcrn's.
Students can study for a semester or a year at universities
our Honors College/programs to be the best in the state,"
Lord said. "This may not be as widely known as I ultimately in 48 states, Canada, Puerto Rico, Guam and chc Virgin
desire, bur we've made real progress, much of which must be Islands.
•1t's a great opportunity for our students," Irwin said.
attributed to che excellent leadership of Dean Irwin."
Students who have at least a 2.8 GPA and are in good
Increasing communication and visibility of the Honors
College to possible students is one the college has increased standing wich the university will be eligible for the program.
The application process will begin early next year to navel in
numbers, Irwin said.
"We've always had excellent classes caught by some of che full semester.

» Honors

Melissa Hempen
Ellen Herget
Carly Hughes
Kelly Kawa
Kierana Lau
Kaylynne Lehnert
Michelle Lopez
Andrea Martin
Caitlynn Mehochk
Katelyn Muntzenberger
Katie Nicholson
Lauren Randall
Toni Marie Roan

your

Brittney Sager
Kelly Salamone
Amy Sartain
Brittany Schneeberger
Sarah Scobbie
Natalie Smith
Rachel Snyder
Ashley Sterkowitz
Alecia Toennies
Amelia Turner
Molly Van Oeursen
Brittany Wells

Ar sisters

assistant director of Certification Processes
and Data Collection at Illinois State. "Our
student teaching graduates were lower lase
year, though."
While not seeing a drop in graduates,
Western is experiencing a drop in
enrollment.
'lbere are 153 student teachers here for
the fall and we have 201 expected co come in
for the spring." said Linda Tomlinson, director
of the Center for Preparation of Education
Professionals at Western.
Western predicts to have 354 student
teachers this year. ''We were higher in
numbers before che teacher certilicacion
structure shifted in 2004. We usually averaged
around 380 to 400 srudent teachers per year,"
Tomlinson said.

The Honors College is also active
a<iniiliistcring
undergraduate grant and research dollars and hdping students
apply for national scholarships.
"These arc some of the things that high-caliber students are
always looking for," Irwin said.
Each year, the college has more applicants for . the
Presidential Scholars Program that provides four-year tuition
and fees for 20 students a year. In its chird year, 80 students
applied for the program for the 2006-2007 school year.
"The program provides greater scholarship support to
those accepted and provides a cohort type of experience and
more emphasis on professional/leadership development," said
Marcha Brown, chair of the Honors College Advisory Board.
Ken Baker, a member of the advisory board and director of
Campus Recreation, said the programs and chc college draw
amazing students to the university.
"The Honors College and che Presidential Scholars
program, those two things make us more amactive to chose
students," he said.

<:./\:1arty's

We are nuts about our baby squirrels!!!
Jackie Alexandra
Ashley Gail Allen
Liza Baumgartner
Robin Bentley
Jenna Bovie
Leslie Chavez
Julie Coyle
Emily Dawson
Nicole OeMaine
Samantha Fedorik
Elizabeth Fehrenbacher
Anna Greco
Brittany Hardy

Entrepreneurial Engineer," which
addresses the non-technical skills
that arc essential for the modern
engineer.
Goldberg is a professor in chc
department of General Engineering
and has been on faculty at the University of Illinois since 1990.
He said chat his initial motivation for the book came in 1976
when he took a job with a small cncrcprencurial company.
"It was a wonderful experience,
buc also terrifying experience;
Goldberg said. "I did sales calls.
I was writing service plans. There
were a lot of non-technical skills.
I didn't feel my engineering education had prepared me for that."
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I CHICAGO
ELECTIONS

Donor to plead guilty in
health care corraption case

City Council debates 'big-box' veto
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - Chicago's Cicy
Council members mec Wednesday
to bactle over whether to override
Mayor Richard Daley's veco of the
so-called "big-box" ordinance that
would require mega-retailers in the
cicy to pay their workers higher
wages.
As religious leaders held a prayer
service and with rallies planned
throughout the day co protest
Daley's veco, cicy council members
explained why they changed their
votes and now suppon the mayor in
what promised co be a contentious
hearing.

"I changed my mind because
it is obvious chat this thing is not
inclusive," said Alderman George
Cardenas. "It is not for everybody."
The veto on Monday was Daley's
first in 17 years in office.
The council approved the
ordinance 35-14 in July and the
measure requires large retailers to
pay workers at least $10 an hour
plus $3 in fringe benefits by mid2010.
The rules would only apply
to companies with more than $1
billion in annual sales and stores of
at least 90,000 square feet.
The minimum wage in Illinois
is $6.50 an hour and the federal

» CHICAGO - Amillionaire
campaign contributor charged
with swindling a medical school
and masterminding a scheme to
shake down hospitals for kickbacks
indicated Wednesday that he plans to
plead guilty.
Stuart Levine, 60, of suburban
Highland Park, a former member of
the Illinois Health Facilities Planning
Board, plans to enter his guilty plea
at a Nov. 1 hearing, defense attorney
Jeffrey Steinback said.
Steinback told reporters after
court he had "no idea" if Levine's
written plea agreement with
prosecutors would provide enough
detail about corruption in state
government to have an impact on the
upcoming election.

minimum is $5.15.
and give them some type of health
Major retailers, including 'farget insurance," said Scroger. He is
and Wal-Mart, have opposed running for Cook County Board
the plan, saying it puts an unfur president co replace his father,
burden on them to operate wichin who stepped down after suffering a
one of the nation's largest cities. major stroke.
'Aldermen who support the
Some companies have shelved
development plans for some ordinance need 34 votes co override
Chicago locations pending the the mayoral veco.
Daley has angrily defended his
outcome of the debate.
Alderman Todd Suoger Said position, saying the measure will
Wednesday he still supports the cost the cicy jobs and hun people,
ordinance.
but supporters say the "living wage"
"Companies that make a lot of will help employees.
The debate will likely be a
profit need to share chose profits
with their employees and they campaign issue for Daley and cicy
should try to make sure chat they aldermen who face re-election bids
can pay rbem a wage char\ livable in February.

EOOCATION

Alton school board approwes
new teacher's contrad
» ALTON- The Alton School Board
has approved a three-year contract
already ratified by the district's
teachers, settling a labor dispute
over wages and benefits.
The board signed off on the
settlement Tuesday, a day after
teachers, by an 85 percent majority,
voted to approve the contract.
The settlement was reached last
week after both sides met with a
federal mediator Aug. 29 and Sept.
6, and the teachers' 10-day strike
notice was set to expire on Monday.

Robber fails, takes hostages at Illinois bank
The Associated Press

DOLTON - An apparent
botched bank robbery-turnedhoscage situation ended Wednesday
afternoon with no injuries, but
authorities said they were still
searching for the alleged gunman.
Police entered the Heritage
Community Bank in che Chicago
suburb of Dolton and found rwo

campus clips
Epsilon Sigma Alpha is having a
chaptermeetingintheCharlestonl
Mattoon Room on Wednesday
September 13th at 5:30 p.m.
Anyone who is interested in
joining is welcome to come and
see what Epsilon Sigma Alpha is
all about!!
_ _ _ _ __ _ _9113

employees uninjured in the bank's
downstairs bathroom, said Police
Chief Elton McClendon.
They cleared the building after
an initial search, but did not find
anyone with a gun and continued to
search for a possibly armed suspect,
McClendon said. The attempted
bank robbery was believed to have
begun shonly before 11 a.m. in this
town less than 20 miles south of

•

help wanted

Senior lady needs immediate
student help. Various small, odd
jobs, small apartment 348-1550

name, phone, availability
_ _9/12
Brain's Place night club and
sports bar hiring go-go dancers,

dj, bartenders, and waitress. 2100
Broadway, Mattoon 234-4151
_ _ _ _ __ __ 9/13
Part time pcxitions available.

Help Wanted. ReceptionistM F 4pm-7pm Sat 9am-noon.
Computer skills required, good
people and Communication
skills. Experienced Tumbling and
Tri!mpoline Coach Call Mattoon
Academy of Gymnastics and
Dance. Phone 235-1080
_ _ _ _ ___918

•

Chicago. Authorities had blocked
offseveral srrectS around the building
as police from at least three towns,
FBI agentS and the South Suburban
Major Crimes Task Force worked co
resolve the situation. Dolton village
spokesman Scan Howard said four
co five customers and employees
had been able to flee the building
when che alleged robbery began.
Jorge Hernandez, 21, an

help wanted

The New Rockome is hiring
waiters and waitresses (or its
newly renovated restaurant.
Applications are available at
the Rockome office or on-line
at www.rockome.com. Return
applications in person-Monday
through Friday, April 10-14 Call
(217)268-4106.

________
________

()()

lnscrters needed from 12:00am1:30am. Apply at 1802 Buzzard
Hall.
()()

25 hours per week. Up to $10
hour. Candidate. with excellent

Jost & found

communication and computer
skills need apply O 700 W.
Lincoln Ave. Charleston. Office
hours Monday.Friday 8am-6pm.
217-639-1135
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/15

$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

Lost: Movie related VHS tape.
To retrieve tape go to Old Main
Room 2010.
Lost: One Gold Earing. Go to
2010 in Old Main to retrieve this
item.
Lost: Pair o( Black Reading
glasses. Go to Record~ Office in
Old Main Rm. 1220.
Roommate
needed.
Fully
furnished 3 bedroom apt. lg.
available.
kitchen
pakring
Laundry room largebedrooms,
close to campus. 815·252 6542
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9111

~ ~

~ ~

employee at Pepe's Tacos, a
restaurant locared near the bank,
said two bank employees enrered
the restaurant around 11 a.m.
after being instructed to leave the
building by their manager. They
described co Hernandez a gunman
who had a handkerchief over his
face, and they said the gunman was
in the bank vault with at least two
hostages, Hernandez. said.

roommates

A lady wants to rent a bedroom
call 217-345-5456

5ublessor needed for 1 Bedroom
Apt Available for spring 07. $265
month, water paid. Call 3486787
_ _ __ _ __ _9112
Wanted: ap,1rtment mate, great
location, great price, available
now. Rent your own room on 9th
street. Females only. Call !217)
493-9234
- -,-------10-2

for rent

Efficiency close to campus. $325
includes utilities, air, males only.
No smoking. no pets. Call 3453232 days
Park Place Apartments: 1 unit
available immediatly call for
details. Contact Jen 348-1479

________

()()

AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2
person Central air, w/d, garage.
No pets. 345-7286 www.
jwilliamsrentals.com
_
00
EXCELLENTLcXATION. LEASE&
RENT NEGOTIABLE 5 bedroom
house. All new! Washer/Dryer,
stove, refrigerator, central ail,
fumance. Low utilities. Trash
included

for sale
New
madallion
home:
3bedrooms and 2 baths, central
air, some appliances, carpet on
floor, venician blinds. Call 3454207
_ _ _9/14
1997 Nissan Sentra. Black, clean,
153K mileage. Runs well 3487781

________9no
roommates

Roommate for awesome house,
huge kitchen, 2 living rooms,
2 bathrooms, laundry, parking.
bedroom with thermo..tat. $300/
month. (630)865-7419.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9112

f •'

- The Associated Press

f•'

for rent

OLD TOWN[ APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533

_______

()()

Call 345-6967
~-------00
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Across from
Lantz. Fully
Furnished. Call Today for Lowered
Rates. Grantview Apartments.
345-3353.
00

f •'

for rent

5 bedroom house on 6th Street, 2
bath, Large bedrooms completely
remodeled new carpet stove,
refrigerator. Enclosed back porch
and dining room. Available (or
the 06-07 school year for more
info www.poteeterentals.com or
217-345-S088
________
SAVE

()()

MONEY-NEWLY

REMODELED HOUSE- LARGE
ROOMS, STORAGE SPACE NEXT
TO UNIVERSITY. PARKING
AVAILABLE 348-8406

________

()()

751 6TH ST.
BDRM
APARTMENT AVAILABLE. NO
PETS. WATER AND TRASH
PAID. 348-8305
()()

________

1430 1/2 9TH ST. VERY
AFFORDABLE.
4
BDRM
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT 1 ln
BATHS OFF STREET PARKING.
NO PETS 348-8305
()()

________

lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000.

________

()()

BALLET ,MODERN, TAP,JAZZ

6 bedroom house close to campus,
3 bathrooms, 2 living rooms,
Large Kitchen. Stove, retrigerator,
washer and dryer. Available for
the 06-07 school year for more
info www.poteeterentals.com or

CLASSES BEGIN SEPTEMBER 11.
Jacqueline Bennett Dance Center
345-7182
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _911 s

217-345-5086

________

AND
YOGA
FOR
CHILDREN,TEENS AND ADULTS

()()

news
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Pantherpalooza
showcased Eastern' s
student organizations
whether for a cause
or just for fun.

» Represent
FROM PAGE 1

Pantherpalooza
Many of the approximately
75
Recognized
Student
Organizarions that showed up
came with carefully consrructed
posters, signs, Byers, stickers and
smiling peppy reprcsentativo
ready co educate passersby about
their club.
Bue noc Lunchbox Voodoo.
Denofrio sat back in his
folding chair, sunglasses hiding
his eyes, wearing cucoffs and AipBops.
A navy blue bandana held
back his long curly hair.
The
only
paraphernalia
representing his group was his
bright pink T-shirt with tiny
Jeners, LBV, in the corner.
The table for LBV wasscarcered
with condoms, liquid personal
lubricant, finger condoms and
an economy-size bag of generic
candy, framing a hand-wrircen
"Lunchbox Voodoo" sign on
notebook paper.

Lunchbox-palooza
Each year, Lunchbox Voodoo
has been at Pantherpalooza.
The event is usually around
their audition time, buc most
people just grab the candy and
keep walking by, Denofrio said.
Group auditions are on
Monday at 7 p.m. on the third
8oor of che Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
Students will be asked co read
through a few scripts, but can
also bring their own work.
"We're noc real hard on
people," Denofrio said.
In auditions, the group is
looking for people that would
work well with the rest of che
group.
Confidence plays a big pare,
Denofrio said.
People have walked ouc of
LBV shows, usually because of
religious humor.
The group once did a skit on
•The Last Supper," which caused
two people co Storm ouc.
"It's comedy," Denofrio said.
"If ic's there, we're gonna make
fun of it."
The sign hanging from the
table was on white poster board,
written in a plain skinny marker:
"We're like SNL... but still
funny."
Lunchbox Voodoo formed in
200 l, and Denofrio is one of the
original members.
They started performing in
residence halls and were picked
up by the University Board about
a year lacer.
The
group
has
been
performing ever since.
Denofrio has been ac Eascern
for seven years, still as an
undergrad, bur has had 8 years
of schooling.
Denofrio starred as a
technology education major ac a
community college, chen added
a theatcr minor.
·1hat evencuallr turned inco a
thcarer major.
Wich cwo complerdy different
majors, he's spending double the

average time in college.
The
24~year-old,
from
Wauconda, wanred co be a
teacher. After eight years and cwo
majors, Denofrio said he might
finally graduate in May, but will
go back home co just work and
repay some of his college loans.
Lunchbox Voodoo performs
cwo or three times each
month, usually ac 7th Street
Underground.
For a VB-sponsored show,
LBV makes around $100. Bue
for a show in a residence hall
they only charge about $30.
The group practices once a
week, bur adds another practice
the week of a show.
They usually do a show with
Hello Dali, Eascem's improv
comedy group, once each year.
In years past, scudents thought
the funnymen didn't like each
other.
Two semesters ago the groups
did a West Side Story-themed
skic, playing off thac impression.
"Right now, there really can't
be (competition,)" he said.
"It's cwo different kinds of
comedy."
Denofrio's favorite bumor
is dirty - he ~aid it's downrighr
"disgusting."
But he's proud of bis large
collection of dirty joke books.
Cory Voge was a member of
LBV for a semester her freshman
year and ran across the club's
cable.
Now that she's a senior cheater
major, she said she misses the
laughs she gave up to focus on
cheater.
"It's so much fun," she said.
"Who doesn't have fun doing
comedy? The audience really
appreciates good comedy."
Lunchbox Voodoo's updated
schedule can be found on
facebook.com in the group,
"Lunchbox Voodoo cast and fans
on Facebook."

Political party·
palooza
Sec-up for Pancherpalooza
included placing the College
Democrats and EIU Republicans
at neighboring tables.
"We're all in the same
business, we're just competitors,"
said Justin Sinner, vice president
of EIU Republicans and senior
political science major.
"We all have che same
interests," he said.
The two campus political
groups exchanged jokes and
some friendly teasing as well.
"No matter whac your voice,
we wane to find someone to
help you," said Travis Bounds,
president of College Democrats
and senior political science
major.
The location also gave each
group a close-up look at their
competitors.
"We share a lot of the same
ideas," said Chris Kromphardc,
a sopbomore political science
major.
Having che two groups next
co each other is a good contrast,
said Chris Sodergren-Baar,
the College Democrats vice
president and senior polirical
science major.
Sodergren-Barr said most
students don't care about politics,
which is one of the reasons for
the groups co pair up every now
and then.
"1he main focus is to get

students active (in politics)," he
said.

U

PANTHERPALOOZA I STUDENT SENATE

Members pleased with event turnout
BJ Matt Hopf
Student GoYernment Reporter

For the first big event that
Student Government put on this
year, Cole Rogers, vice president for
student affairs, was happy with the
results of Pancherpalooza.
"We goc about 75 organizations
set up," Rogers said. "It's a good
turn out."
At the last Student Senate
meeting, $605 was allocated for
Pantherpalooza.
More than half of the money
went toward hot dogs and pop.

BOONDOCKS

The rest was spent on advertising
and gift cards from Wal-Marc and
the campus bookstore for prizes.
To cue expenses set-up and
breakdown was done by Student
Senate and other volunteers.
"It was probably at lease $500
saved, once you calculate overtime,"
Rogers said.
University Board helped with
the running of Pantherpalooza by
bringing in music and supplying
pop and popcorn.
Organizations
representatives
seemed happy with the way
Pantherpalooza was ran this year.

I AARON McGRUDER
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WSl. I WAS WONOERING IF
YOO MIGl{T, OM _ 1tU. W
WHAT lMAT MIGl{T Si?

OOBOIS, THIS IS PRIN<lPAL WILLIAMS
AT J. EPGAR HOO'JER 8.EMENTARY I WAS
lOOl(ING OVER JAZMINE'S PAPERWORI(, ANll
I SEE THE QOESllON
REGARlllNG RACE
ANlllOR NA1lONAL
ORIGIN HAS BEEN
un MNI(

NON SEQUITUR

q.\, I

"This is my third year here, and
it seems more people cake advantage
of it every year," said John Marshall
of Delta Sigma Psi.
However, there were concerns
voiced by other organizations.
"It's kind of sporadic right now,"
said Erin Myers of Adult Fitness.
"We didn't really know what we
were supposed to do in order to get
our scuff together."
Rodgers' atcendance estimate
of 500 students was probably
surpassed, but a final estimate
was not available as of Wednesday
night.

I WILEY MILLER
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NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Going off
a H-0stess
offerings
15 Little extra
action
16 Was abased
17 Scheme
18 Beat
19 Hee-hawer
20 Arlene
9J "Her#ie
~~~ 1953
21 Attend to a
tear
22 Brownishgray
24 Cooler
26 Marool)ed
persons
message
28 Cooler
29 Fete
31 Butterfly,
once

34 Exclamation
with an
apostrophe
35 Nut case
36 Repre~nted
symbolically
39 Rococo
P.~nter

watteau
41 Conscience
42 Pure
43 ~t/l~r,'se
bneHy
44 Get set?

45 Lay a lawn
on
46 "Rats!"
48 Mare's
morsel
49 Elbowbender
51 Sales staffer
52 RR stops
53 Giant
s~sses,

brieHy

I EDITED BY WILL SHORTZ

56 Lab that's
not very big,
e.g.
58 Sucker
59 E-mailed,
e.g.
61 Take the
place of
65 Log holder
66 Relatively
small
67Warhol
subjects
68Jake
•
De Nm
c~e1n

~ufp1ng
DOWN

1 Key in a
comer
2 Pooular
cnJise port
3 Legit
4 Wound up
5 ~ii~billed

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

6 Ariz. neighbor
7 Co. in the

24 Inferior
53 Holi~ poem
ope
25 From square
m~rthat
one
to act Verizon 27 Bandy words
54 5a04. Bond
a 1e
8 Bullfighter's red
29 Gose's love, on
cloal<
55 High hairstyles
roadway
9 •ActioQ, not
30 Safeguard
wordsI
57 Diva Lily
32 Reveille
10 Part of a
messalbe
..
,
or
58 Think
ch~ber
ore estra
rc ~SSI le title
o
this
puzzle
60 Jerk
11 Zappers· targets
33"Cyclades' sea
12 Korean autos
Club"
61 "The
37 Put on a peg
13 Art Deco
-9\t197U'S-80's
38 Dimbulbs
designer
40 Automotive
14 Brood
62 ~~~n of "Still
innovator
20 Some forensic
evidence
47 Squawk, e.g
22 S)louts of
63 Dear
50P~ni
triumph
pr uction
-64-Le lead-in
23 Dreamboat
52 Outdoes

r

,,,] sports
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Service skill newest weapon
Eastern ranked seventh
nationally in ace total,
Crabt ree leads with 20
By Adam Larck
Staff Reporter

Eascern is ranked at No. 7 in the
nation for cocal service aces as of
Sunday.
"Lase year we didn't focus on it
(serving) as much, but this year it's a
major part in what we do everyday,"
head coach Lori Bennett said. "It's
great to see chat it's paying off. I'm
really excited about chat."
Eastern has 70 aces after 25 games,
an average of2.80 aces per game.
"We've done a lot of work on
serving," Bennett said.
Even with her team so high in aces
early in the season, Bennett is still
working wich chem on technique and
location.
"We're just making sure we're
thinking abouc the righc things when
going back co serve," she said. "We're
just working wich each individual girl
making sure chat their coss is accurace,
their arm swing is doing che right
thing and chat the ball is in che right
location."

Crabtree leads team in serves
Junior setter Maren Crabtree is
leading more than the ceam in service
aces.
Crabtree is ranked No. 9 in the
nation in services aces with 20 aces
in 25 games, giving her 0.80 aces per
game.
"Maren, like no other player I've
ever coached. is more focused on
che right things more of che rime,"
Bennett said. "So when she serves in
practice she's working hard."
Crabtree works more on her serve
before practice chan most of the other
players.
"I go in earlier chan most people
· and get 10-15 extra minutes of
serving," she said.
Bennett said Crabtree is very
focused when it comes to practicing
her serves.
"When she's serving there's no
messing around," she said. "She's not
talking about other stuff. She doesn't
spend a lot of time thinking about
anything else but serving.
"She works really hard."
Crabtree, who uses a jump Boater
serve, has a close-co-perfect technique
of it, Bennett said.
"She worked on it during
preseason and just worked at it until
it became very good," she said. "The

bottom line is she works hard co make
it happen."

Boylan earns defensive honors
After setting a new career high for
digs, freshman defensive specialist
Shaina Boylan was rewarded for it
Monday.
Named Ohio Valley Conference
Defensive Player of the Week, Boylan
is the first Panther this season co be
given the honor.
"She's a freshman and for her to
become defensive player of the week
is a pretty big deal," Bennett said.
Boylan led the Panthers with 19,
22 and 24 digs last weekend in che
three matches at Western Illinois'
Invitational. She had a conference
best 5.91 digs per game at the end of
che weekend.
"She worked really hard lase week
on completing defensive moves and
that paid off to her over the weekend,"
Bennett said.
Boylan said she was excited about
receiving this honor.
"I didn't expect it ac all," she said.
"It came as a shock."
Boylan has been getting more
JAYGRABIEC I THE DAILYEASTERN llEWS
comfortable in her role as libero,
Junior defensive specialist Lindsay Walsh serves the ball during
Bennett said.
"We're going to see a lot more great practice Wednesday afternoon in Lantz arena. Walsh and the
Panthers are ranked No. 7 nationally in total service aces.
things from Shaina," she said.

Northern Colorado's ba~kup
punter stabs starter in leg
The Associated Press

GREELEY, Colo. - In a scenario
reminiscent of Tonya Harding vs.
Nancy Kerrigan, the backup punter
at Northern Colorado bas been
accused of stabbing his rival in the
leg - his kicking leg.
Mitch Cozad, a sophomore
from Wheatland, Wyo., allegedly
attacked Rafael Mendoza in a
parking lot this week. Arrested on
a charge of second-degree assault,
Cozad was freed Wednesday on a
$30,000 bond.
Mendoza, who was created and
released at a Greeley hospital, will
miss at least Saturday's game at
Texas State.
"Rafael is a competitor and wants
to get back as soon as he can," said
head coach Scott Downing. "When
chat occurs, I don't know."
The incident conjured up images
of the rivalry between figure skaters
Harding and Kerrigan. Harding
was banned from the spore for life
after her former husband hired a hit
man co smack Kerrigan on the knee
with a crowbar.
"I guess che onlyidentified motive
(in the attack on Mendoza) at this
point in time is the competition

for chat position," Evans police Lt.
Gary Kessler said.
But Downing wasn't so sure.
Cozad and Mendoza, a junior
from the Denver suburb of
Thornton, were competitive, he
said, but no more than players at
other positions.
"No different than starting
quarterback or starting right
tackle," he said. "Everyone was held
accountable to the same level."
Asked if there was any jealousy
between the two players, he said,
'1 have no idea. That would all be
conjecture."
Cozad was suspended from the
university and the team and was
evicted from his dorm room, said
director of athletics Jay Hinrichs.
The stabbing took place Monday
in Evans, a small town adjacent to
Greeley and about 50 miles north
of Denver.
Kessler said Mendoza, averaging
37.6 yards per punt on nine punts
in che two games, was attacked
from behind and stabbed in his
right thigh after parking his car
outside his Evans apartment about
9:30 p.m.
The assailant Bed in a black
Dodge Charger, Kessler said.

ife
Smart
for Women
\

Reg\ste-r

Prizes!

Starting September 19
Tuesdays. - 6:30pm

-p.o-W.

Effingham Room -MLK Jr. Union
Register @ 238-4550
helping women become life smart.

Health Service

FIVE UNIVERSITY CONSORTIUM
MINORITY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
PAID MINORITYINTERNSHIPS

Gain Administrative/Management
experience and 12 hours of academic
credit

Opportunity to work with top government/
business officials

Open to all majors

Good oral and written communication skills
required

Junior or senior with minimum 2.75 CUM.
GPA

Graduate student with minimum 3.25 CUM.
GPA in their graduate course work

Must be enrolled full-time at time of application

Paid Internships are available Spring & Summer-semesters 2007

App lication Deadline D ate: September 25, 2006
Application Forms
availa1'le from:

Minority Affairs Office

l I22 Blair Hall
Phone: 581-6690
OR online at http://www.eiu.edu/-minorafT/images/mipapp2pdf.pdf

For additional information:

MIP Informational
Wednesday, September 13, 2006
6:00p.m.
Casey Room, MLK. Union

.
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Freshmen get chance to shine
llac...r• to rest ....

talcnled fmhmen. will gift dx
Pantbcn ..a by aclYanaF . ....., ........ fall
me mmpcddon.
1hia weelrmd is bigu fDr IOlllC
•-••' first 1......,
tbanochm.
1hc &abmen will get to show
51111 Rllparler
what they UC made of with this
tournament.
Eastern will have a chance to see
Blackbum said be will sit three
how good it is this 'ftdcend when of his 11 players.
it hosts the Panther Invitational at
The players that aren't playing
Darling Couru.
have the most expcrience OD the
It is Eastem's fim tournament of team, as me top time plaJen from
the fall season.
last year won't be playing.
Chuck
LcVaque
Senion
Head coach John Blackbum said
be bas enthusiasm for his players in and Brandon Lcnfcrt, as ~ as
this upcoming tournament.
sophomorc Vuk Milicevic will all
With most of his team muming rest.
and healthy be feels their experience,
1hc reason behind this is that
combined with the help of some Blackbum will send tbcsc players

.,....,....

to the Dab Tournament
..mend.

next

quickly, the anticipation is mounting
OD the players IS they get the chance

-We only get IO many dala a to ciompecc against ocbcr mum for
.,.,.. Blribam said. ·1 can't play me fim time.
.n of my pJayas this wa:bnd..
., don't know what to c:q>ea•
Whh tbac players out, many it's our fim malCb.• fiesbman Ala
of the &eshmcn will get their fim Walczak said. •1 feel the prasurc to
perform.•
chance to play with Eastern.
They have been preparing for
Evcp with Walczak and the
this and now the time bas arrived.
other frcsbmcn feeling pressure
·we've been ~:~ to perform, Blackbum said he is
hard the past few 'Meks,·
confident in his freshmen's ability
Jcfmy Rwbcrford said. ~ to compete.

that they will pedOrm ... this
weekend. especidy because they
will be on their home couns.
"'Ihcn:'1 DO
oonc:ans,• said
Blackbum. •Ji1 at home, it's a
mmfon zone for our players."
Even for the freshmen that
haven't pta,ed a competitive match

a

yet.

·we got a good chance

said.
The Panther Invitational will be
toumamcnt is pretty important, a
"'They have a chance to make a played bodi Saturday and Sunday at
good con6dcnc:e builder and it gm big impact,. 8lackhoun said.
Darling Courts.
us IJlOrc prepared for the season.
The Pantbcn don't know much
The tournament will be held all
•1t•s real important to malce a about the competition, but they day on Saturday and Sunday, with
impact and show everyone we can are looking to learn more about singles play IWting in the morning
play tennis..
thcmsclves this weekmd.
and doubles play finishing each
1hc Pantbcn have confidence day's play in the afternoon.
With the.weekend approaching

,, Pierre
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He's going to try and run you over and
then run by you.•
Which ii IOmcthing that Ranbcn bas
thrived in so far this year in helping Dlinois
State (1-1) to a No. 7 natie.W nnking.
according to 1hc Sports Ndwado.
In the 1eUOn OpellS at ICaalM Sace.
~ran for lOS yuda Ina 24-23 lalhiad
Iola.
1hc foDowlng ...-, R.cmbcrt ran for 139
yards in an 18-3 win apinstc.ma.lArbns•
Ofthe 63 curia giwti to ISU running._..
R.cmbcrt baa '6;
1he ~ 1JOlldoad that ISU Mid Cod
Denver JohMm lid put on Ranbcn Ti
something he wclcomca.
It's a vast depuauc from. bit tbpe •
Michigan, where----~*._
yards in a lcason.
·1 just wanled aae mote~~
Ranbcn said. "When I fmtcune:hie. c:aidl
Johnson, he really told me smigbt up wlMir'
was going to happen when lame~
Johnson told Ranbclt k
chance to compete fora~
...
he bas this year after - ~
with Bryan~
~ bU ........ and the Job ii
aowltembem.
R.cmbcrt ~be Jilid Uou6le adjuadilg to
JSU'a mne-numiag a:yle when be came to
Normal in 200S, as be was JDOR a of power
back mcd to running mu drfcnclcn.
As IOOD U be became-aa:ullJOllled to JSU'1
c6mc, R.cmbcrt duhecL
The added apcrimcc of QCllDing h11t a
Dldonal power lib Mkhipn to LI~ C11CD
blric Dlinoil &au: hasn't put • tlamper oa
Ranbcris foocball c:area" dthcr.
"'Jt just helps JOU mow mar DO matlCr
UC that it'a ldll foodJalJ.• be said.
And what's happening ii R.cmbcrt ii
~ bia ooicb proud he's pen him the

positk>n.

Pbilpou ha ellCeDait
ball co.._a lkllll lild
has ddbbled uo,Uad
and through muldplc
opponents SO W this year.

!ii!

--JUU

~toplay.
"'We UC lookingfOr big~ for him du.

•Johnson sail "'We put the bat oa him
l?bcl him to have a great mmnwmd he

1Gundri~1
west Equipment to save you money
iggest Equipment in Charleston!

Waltasti

~.
in handy at his left beck

.....

I loocallon1

at

winning this weekend.. Rutherford

Ari Horing is another

freshman that contributes
as he comes off the bench
to
spell both Peten
and junior Brad Earl at
striker.
Howarth

lllinoil State program and Rembert this
running back knows he bas to
shoulder more of the load if ISU is going
m win the Gateway and advance deep into

,ear. the

the~

BIK ifgbt DOW, Ranbat Ja foa.-1 only OD

,
......
1r_..,..... _ ....
tJf
........
hetlML

.....

babward
combi1eS ...
Peters to torm
Eastern's front
line. They have
scored eight
goals combined
this season.

n=cruits

strongly in Illinois and
also gets players from the
St. Louis area and his native England. He was
able to go south and sign Hansen and Earl
from Tens.
Many times when a team graduates a
large amount of plaJm, tbcrc is a rebuilding
period. a time when the team dcvclops
young pJayas by ping them playing time,
iegudlcss if they uc lady for it or not.
Eastem's JOUDI players have shown they
are rady as they have aeppcd up to not
just mnqibute, but lead the Panthers to an
impmsivc start to the leuon.
Howanh is impmring&.rn's sq>Utldon
with his *'1lidDg ud cxwl.ing
At the.,... . . . pdmlJejt,.....
don't-Ubuilcl.,.., relala

.

:";~~-

.

.

.
-

~

. ..• ...
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I REDBIRD TAILBACK

Rembert running rampant
Transfer from Michigan is
anchor of ISU's ground attack

in 2006 and a concern for Eastern when the
two teams meec Saturday at Hancock Stadium
in Normal.
Remben, emering his second year at lllinois
State, had his fim 100-yard rushing game in a
Redbird uniform against Eastern last year.
His 29 rushes produced 112 yards and two
touchdowns in Eastern's home-opening 27-6
loss lase season.
"From what I've seen on tape, he's just a hard
runner," Eastern linebacker Lucius Seymour
said. "He can pick his holes and jusr choose
chem right and make good decisions."
Remben said he remembers the game as
being competitive and physical, with Eastern
taking away a lot ofISlfs offensive game plan.
But Remben was still able to scamper through
and around the Panther defensc.

BJ Matt Daaiels
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PANTHER SPORTS SCHEDULE
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FRIDAY at Wildcat Clusic I 10a.m.

Evanston
CROSS COUNTRY

FRIDAY BU PutHr Opea

I 5:30 p.m.

Panther Trai
V«>MEN'S SOCCER
FRIDAY at •rit~ State

I 6 p.m.

All Pierre Rembert wanted was an
opportunity co play.
And the Milwaukee native wasn't getting chat
chance while at che University of Michigan.
But the fifth-year senior running back is
getting char chance now at Illinois Stace and is
making the most of it.
After sitting on the bench his first three years
in Ann Arbor, Mich., behind the likes of Chris
Perry, B.J. Askew and Mike Harr, Rembert bas
emerged as the Rcdbirds main running threat

"I just ran hard," Rembcn said.
Eastern
defensive
coordinator
Roe
Bdlantoni said watching film of lase year's
game, Rembert did a good job of using a
stiff arm and maintaining good balance while
running.
"We had trouble tackling him and he took
it to us," Bellantoni said. "I definitely hope
we're up to the challenge this rime."
Rembcn is also hard for opposing defenders
to bring down, as he stands 6 feet tall and a
solid 220 pounds. Rembcrc also runs the 40yard dash in 4.5 seconds.
"He's big, he's fur," Bellantoni said. "He
reminds me of a Norris Smith, an Ademola
Adeniji for us.
H
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SATURDAY Putber lnwitational
All day Darling Courts
SOFTBAl1

SATURDAY Fall Toumament
Williams field

I

I 9a.m.

JOE WALTASTI I THE EXTRA. POINT

Youth fuels
Panthers
fast start
Much ado has been made about
che graduacion of leading scorer
Jimmy Klarter but the men's soccer
team has improved in his absence.
Eastern had an overall record
of 5-9-3 last season, but this year
the Panthers have already won five
games. They arc not beating weak
teams either, as they have beaten
two ccarns this season that they lose
to in 2005.
Last season, the Panthers tied
Bowling Green 1-1 and lost co
Western Illinois 2-1, but this year's
ceam beat Bowling Green 2-1 and
was victorious over Western 1-0 in
overtime Tuesday night.
The Panthers can show cheir
improvement again this weekend
as they take on Wisconsin-Green
Bay, a team they lose co in lase year's
season opener by two goals.
Head coach Adam Howarth hie
the jackpot with rus recruiting class
a year ago as those players, now
sophomores are carrying che ream.
Striker Brad Peters has scored six
goals in seven games and is just
one goal shy of Klancr's mark lase

season.
Pecer's exudes confidence on the
fidd and he constantly fights for
balls passed into him.
Goalie Mark Hansen won the
starting job in the off-season and
anchors a defense chat bas shutour
their opponents three times.
OK only two, NAIA team
Asbury College docs not count.
That game looked like the Bears
playing the Packers.
The current sopbomore class
also includes starting mid.fielder
Adam Ganner and defensemen
Eddie Barnes.
H SEE WALTASTI
PAGE tt

Joe Waltasti is a senior history major
with journalism minor. He can be
reached at jwal717@g111ail.com
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Sophomore striker
Brad Peters buried
IPFW with hat trick
BJ Carrie Hollis
Staff Reporter
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With time winding down in
Friday's game, Brad Peters was one
goal shy of a hat trick.
In the final minute, Peters cook
a shoe from nearly 20 yards out
and found the back of the nee.
"I was swprised, especially
when you're playing at this level,"
Peters said.
The
sopbomore
forward
recorded bis fuse bac trick of his
collegiate career against IndianaPurdue at Fore Wayne.
The
scoring
output
is
something the Panthers did noc
see our of Pecers last year.
During his freshman year,
Peccrs scored his only goal in a win
over OUvec Nazarene.
He was also named co the
Missouri Valley Conference's AlJFreshman Team lase year.
This season, Peters leads che
ream with six goals through seven
games.
By comparison, lase year's
leader, Jimmy Klaccer, finished the
season with seven goals.
"Ic's kind of been luck bur it's
narwally what I do," said Peters
about his improvement over last
season.
As a senior at St. Dominic
High School, Peters scored a
school-record 51 goals.
He was named Missowi Player
of the Year and led the school to a
state championship.
Several schools, including St.
Louis University, offered Peters
scholarships to play soccer.
He said be chose Eastern
because of the school's size.
Eascem bead coach Adam
Howarth said Peters' growth as a
player is a resulc of having a season
of college level soccer under his
belt.
"Now he's getting used to the
college game," Howarth said. " He's
developing himself as a player and
has done prerty well."
Peters scored his first goal in che
second game of this season against
Bowling Green State University.
Againsc IPFw, Pecers extended
his streak of scoring a goal co four
games.
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Sophomore forward Brad Peters recorded his first career collegiate hat trick against IPFW Sunday
afternoon. Peters now has six goals on the season through only seven games.

Teammates have seen strong
leadership qualities this season.
"This year he's realized he's
got to seep it up and work a loc
harder," said best friend and
rcarnmate Mick Galeski.
Peters has high hopes for the
rest of his collegiace soccer career
ac Eastern. With the team already
having as many wins as last season,
he said they could only go up from
here.
Before be graduates, he would
like co win the MVC along with

making an appearance in the
national tournament.
"He's always preparing and has
a great attitude," said Galeski. "He
always wanes the ball and plays
like a winner."
Coach Howarth said they have
talked about a set number of goals
he's hoping to score this season,
too. Peters plays with a club soccer
team at home during che offsc:ason and trains with his uncle,
Daryl Doran, a former player for
cbe Sc. Lou as Steamers of MlSL.

He said his parents cry to
attend every home game and dose
away games.
He is tied for first place in
che MYC with Ian McAulcy of
Evansville with 13 points and six
goals as of Sept. 13.
He is ranked nationally at I 6th
in goals per game and 20th in
points per game.
"He's a leader," said Howarth.
"He has chat arcirude of' If I don't
score buc che ceain wins, I'm
happy."'

